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Letter from the Director
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Sincerely,
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Visit of KSA Ambassador in Spain to SCIEF
On February 8th 2017, SCIEF was honored by the presence of H. H. Prince Mansour bin Khalid Alfarhan Al-Saud, Ambassador of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in Spain.

H. E. Dr. Rafael Puyol, President of the Board of IE University, Celia de Anca, Director of SCIEF, and Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF
General Coordinator, welcomed the Ambassador to SCIEF and IE University and introduced the Saudi scholars who are currently
studing at IE.

H. H. Prince Mansour bin Khalid Alfarhan Al-Saud could know
the mission of SCIEF and could meet the Saudi students and
discuss about their ambitions and future plans.

His Highness was able to get a first-hand impression of how the
arab students are integrated in the University and highly valued
as future workers and entrepreneurs.

To conclude the visit, H. H. Prince Mansour bin Khalid Alfarhan Al-Saud could visit the WOW Room (Window on the World)
that will break with the traditional onsite, blended and online education models to transform the learning experience through
elements that include artificial intelligence, simulations in real time, big data analysis, interactive robots, emotion recognition
systems, and the presence of experts using holograms.

A futuristic learning space that will employ a combination of IE’s academic excellence with latest generation technologies to
inspire the class of the future.
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Network coffee with current Saudi Students at IE.

Visit of the WOW (Window to the World) room.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program
Islamic Finance is one of the fastest growing segments in the world’s financial systems. At least US$500 billion in assets around the world
are managed in accordance with Sharia, or Islamic law, and the sector is growing by more than 10% per year. Islamic Finance therefore
has the world’s attention and has become an attractive investment tool and a potent means to grow businesses.

In partnership with IRTI (Islamic Research and Training Institute), the King Abdulaziz University and the Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance, we are proud to present the Islamic Finance International program -- an interactive course that enables
participants to understand the Islamic principles and finance tools that are key to this sector. The program provides the venue to
analyze, discuss, and learn Islamic Finance first-hand through academic sessions and round tables with expert-speakers, company
visits, and networking opportunities right in the urban center of Saudi Arabia and principal gateway to Mecca: the city of Jeddah.

This international program is designed for executives who are interested in doing business in the Arab world, and/or wish to gain
knowledge and contacts in the Islamic finance sector.

Potential participants include CEOs, managing directors, general managers, strategy directors, chief representatives, country heads,
functional directors, and international business development managers, who would be interested in entering or further developing their
stronghold in this thriving sector.

> Location:
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

> Duration:
4 Days (23-26 January, 2017)

> Sessions:
4 In-class sessions
5 Round tables
3 Company visits
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

DAY 1:
The ABC of Islamic Finance, Islamic Investemt Tool (Sukuk) and the round table about Challenges and Opportunities.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

DAY 2: Company visit: Al Khabeer & SEDCO
Concepts in Designing the New Islamic Finance Tools, Risk Management and Insurance (Takaful): IDB Experience
and the round table about Sukuk Market Overview.

DAY 3: Company visit: Islamic Development Bank
Mobilization of Financial Resources, Responsible and Ethical Investment and links with Sharia compliant investment and
the round table about Legal Issues in Islamic Financial Contracts under different Jurisdictions.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

DAY 4: Company visit: NCB & Masfaq

Round Table about Sharia Compliant Project Finance: Experience of NCB and another about the Role of Msfaq in
Entrepreneurship.
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The Experience of Luxembourg
One of the main aims of the SCIEF is to establish itself as the most
important Islamic Finance Think Tank in Europe.

To accomplish this purpose the SCIEF is organizing a series of meetings with the most relevant agents on this sector, this is, important law firms, banks, family offices, representatives

from

central

banks

and

potential

clients.

During the 4th meeting, that took place on October 18th at
the SCIEF offices, the members of the Think Tank invited to
Mr.

Germain

Birgen,

Head

of Business

Development

of

Banque de Luxembourg, to share the experience of the development of the Islamic Finance in Europe and specially in Luxembourg.

“The experience of
Luxembourg could
set an example to
Spain”

.
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Islamic Finance Think Tank Series
Mr Birgen has been involved in Islamic finance since 2007 and initiated as task force within Luxembourg for Finance and also initiated
and still chair a dedicated committee within the Association of the
Luxembourg In-vestment Funds (ALFI). In a previous life, he was
with HSBC Group where he led a project in creating Islamic securities services, branded under HSBC Amanah Securities Services.

After a very interesting presentation of the topic, all members
could initiate a vibrant debate.

.

‘Sharia compliance’
The 3rd meeting was held at Casa Árabe on July 12th. During
this meeting the representative from Marimón Abogados
presented the scheme of a possible ‘Sharia compliance’ real
estate investing operation to study its suitability to the
Spanish law and taxation. The rest of the think tank members
presented their vision to the operation.

Members of the Islamic Finance Think Tank:
Guillermo Canalejo Lasarte - Uría Menéndez Partner.

Fernando Mínguez – Cuatrecasas Partner.

Jose Antonio Rodriguez - Marimón Abogados Partner.

Luis Casado – Aresbank General Director.

Alfredo Cabellos – Watson Farley & Williams Partner.

Fekri Sinan – Aresbank Director

Olivia Orozco – Casa Árabe.

Celia de Anca - SCIEF Director

Alejo Molina – Cellsbau Madrid Director.

Gonzalo Rodríguez - SCIEF General Coordinator
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Monthly Seminars
The SCIEF has continued as the previous activities
organized by the King Abdulaziz University & the
Paris-Sorbonne University Chair for Ethics and
Financial Norms (CEFN). Some finance students from
the IE Business School have attended these interesenting seminars and have shown a real interest in this
activity.

Seminars
1.

September 21st 2016

imagine gambling as it is: players gambling against one another.
Gambling now appears as exploitation of less skilled new en-

Dr. Pierre-Charles Pradier presented the topic “How fair is gambling? Assumptions on the gamblers’ cognitive abilities are likely
to create bias in favour of the operators”.

trants by returning sharks. Moreover, it can be shown that lowering taxes benefits most entirely to professional gamblers, organized criminals and gambling operators, hence their sustained

Since the Middle Ages, when lotteries appeared as a means to
fund public utilities, gambling became a last resort to feed the
authorities’ auri sacra fames in between prohibitive diets. Economic analysis accounts for the relative benefits of stakeholders: gambling operators, gamblers and public authorities. The

and priority interest in regulated markets. The moral qualification
of games might be reconsidered here, hence the need for a larger (and renewed) perspective on history and anthropology of
gambling.

2.

December 14th 2016

usual conclusion is that gambling is good for everyone, except
problem gamblers, which should be taken care of; but taxation

Mr. Germán Rodríguez presented his seminar ‘What law will go-

is far higher than negative externalities (such as problem gam-

vern my contract? Islamic law and the problem of certainty and

bling). Excessive taxation means deadweight loss, which should

enforceability of contract’. This seminar analysed the decisions in

be lowered by cutting taxes.

Shamil and Musavi, their impact upon and implications for any
commercial agreement stated to be governed by Sharia law pri-

A different representation of the gambler would change this pre-

marily but not solely in a European context.

valent view. Instead of a market with operators and consumers,
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Master Classes
RJCI University
The Rey Juan Carlos I University, one of the most
outstanding public universities in Spain, invited
Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, the General Coordinator of
SCIEF, to impart a Master Class on Islamic Finance and make known the SCIEF to all the students.

It took place within the framework of the International Economic Relations Master, on 13 January 2017.

The

Master

Class

was

titled

‘The

ABC

of

the

Islamic

Economy.

The

SCIEF

experience’.

Mr.

Gonzalo

Rodríguez highlighted the ABC of the Ismalic Finance, spread the main issues and explained to the students the rol of SCIEF in
Spain and Europe.

Expo Halal
The rapid growth of the Halal industry in Europe provides great national and international business opportunities.
With a population of more than 44 million Muslims, the continent has become an important market to develop the Halal industry.
Due in part to the high purchasing power of this community, the European Halal industry is valued at 70 billion dollars. As Maghreb’s
gateway to Europe, Spain has a long Andalusian tradition and excellent relations with the MENA region countries..
The General Coordinator of SCIEF, Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, participated in the second edition of the ExpoHalal Spain 2016. During the
conferences, SCIEF participated on the session “Ethical and Islamic
Finance: the brand and marketing in a multicultural context”.

In this session, he gave his vision on the current situation of Islamic
Finance & Ethical Finance in Spain.
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Islamic Finance Forums
IFN - Saudi Arabia Forum 2016
The

General

Coordinator

of

SCIEF,

Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, participated in the IFN Forum Saudi
Arabia, held on the 28th November 2016 at InterContinental,
Jeddah, speaking in the panel “Developing the next generation of Islamic Bankers”. The line-up counted on influential
international and local speakers to address the issues crucial
to the development of Islamic finance in the Kingdom.

The IFN Saudi Arabia Forum was developed for the fifth
consecutive year to discuss developing trends and opportunities in the country’s Islamic finance landscape. Saudi
Arabia continues to be one of the most active and influential markets in Islamic finance today, with landmark steps
including the opening of Tadawul to foreign investors, the
potential for access to the Saudi debt market, expectations
of a sovereign Sukuk issuance and booming asset classes
including IPOs, real estate and project finance.
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CIBAFI: The Developing Markets of Islamic Finance:
		
The

Policies, Regulations, and Market Practices

General

Coordinator

of

SCIEF,

Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, participated on the session
“Islamic Finance to Support Global Trade on Infrastructure Development”, in the CIBAFI Conference ‘The Depeloping Markets of Islamic Finance: Policies, Regulations
and Market Practices‘.

In this session, he gave a lecture on the current situation of Islamic Finance & Ethical Finance in Spain, and the
opportunities for the UAB banks.

The 1st UAB - CIBAFI Conference was launched in Tunisia by hosting a highly
distinctive event in the global Islamic finance industry. The Conference
played

a

significant

ket

reach

and

cial

institutions

The

market-focus

role

enhancing
in

the

of

in

competitiveness

developing

this

expanding

first

of

markets

of

Conference

is

the

mar-

Islamic

finan-

Islamic

the

finance.

Mediterra-

nean region. This two day programme will bring together various
stakeholders from the Islamic finance industry, multilateral development institutions, international and national regulatory bodies,
policy-makers, and academia to discuss the issue of developing markets of
Islamic finance.
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International Conferences
11th International Conference
on Islamic Economics and Finance
The First International Conference on Islamic Economics held in
Makkah al-Mukarramah in 1976, was the watershed for the new
discipline of ‘Islamic economics’. Ten conferences have been
held so far in this series of world-leading meetings for the field
of research.

The Kulliyyah of Economics and Management Sciences (KENMS)
of the International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) hosts
the 11th International Conference on Islamic Economics and Finance, dedicated to the topic:
Rethinking Islamic Economics and Finance: Paving the Way Forward for Inclusive and Sustainable Development, as a platfor–m to
bring together academics, researchers and policymakers from all over the world.

Valentino Cattelan, SCIEF Researcher, presented the paper “Islamic money”, Aristotle and the socio-economics of Islamic finance”:
Using the four Aristotelian “causes” as explanatory device, this paper aims at investigating the nature of money in Islam, moving
from its “reasons” to the specific socio-economics of Islamic finance.

Governance and Religion in Europe
International Conference
Valentino Cattelan, SCIEF Researcher, presented the
Center at this conference organized by the Faculty of
Language and Literature, Humanities, Arts and Education of the University of Luxembourg, and the EUREL
project.
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Global Media
Analysis in Gulf News
‘Banking on the future with Islamic finance’ is the international report that analyses the great event organized by SICEF and Banco de España on 2016.

The Director of SCIEF, Dr. Celia de Anca, explains how Islamic Finance is behaving in Spain: “For the last eight or
nine years we have tried to unify the voices in Spain that
are interested in the topic, so at this seminar we’ve had a
few lawyers from Spanish firms, a couple of banks, a few
researchers and so on. There has been interest in a few different areas of Spain and we have been trying to help each
other to find a common voice in Islamic finance”.

Interview in Arab News
The

General

Coordinator

of

SCIEF,

Gonzalo rodríguez, was interviewed by Arab News
about the big growth of Islamic Finance in Europe.

Mr. Rodríguez explains in the article the case of Spain
and and the important role of the SCIEF to get the objetive of spreading the knowledge of Islamic Finance.
“We see Islamic finance as an industry and an alternative
way to make finance. It opens windows for foreign investments.” “Students studying finance at IE Business School
can choose the Islamic finance module as an elective, and
they’re not necessarily Muslims,” Rodríguez said.
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IE Islamic Finance Club Creation
IE Business School launched the Masters in Islamic Finance and Leadership Development (MIFLD) Program in November 2015. This
coincides with the unprecedented global attention that the Islamic Finance Industry has attained over the years. The total asset size
of the Islamic Finance Industry is in estimated at about USD 2 trillion today and it has grown at double digits over the last decade far
exceeding the growth rate of the conventional finance industry.

However, the Industry is still young compared to the conventional finance industry. It has grown faster than the human capital required to drive it needs. IE’s MIFLD is a contribution to building the industry’s much needed human capital.
The pioneer students of the MIFLD program deemed it a necessity to establish the IE Islamic Finance Club as a Professional Club
targeted at contributing to rapidly building and dispersing Islamic Finance Knowledge amongst its members and bring about
positive initiatives to promote the field of Islamic Finance in general. This will enhance IE’s new venture into Islamic Finance as
an educational provider.

The IE Islamic Finance Club (IIFC) held it flagship
event on the 18th of June 2016: “Islamic Finance Guru
Lecture Series” with the rare Islamic Finance personality “Dr Mohd Daud Bakar” as guest speaker. He is
the Chairman of the Sharia Advisory Council at The
Central Bank of Malaysia, The Securities Commission
of Malaysia, the Labuan Financial Services Authority
and the International Islamic Liquidity Management
Corporation. He is also a Shariah board member of
various financial institutions, like BNP Paribas (Bahrain), Dow Jones Islamic Market Index (New York),
Financial Guidance (USA) and many others.
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New SCIEF headquarters
The new headquarters of SCIEF was
officially inaugurated in the presence of
Prof. Adbullah Omar Bafail in October
2016.

The building is located in an emblematic
zone of Madrid. Business and finance
operating in this area contribute to
expand and promote the Islamic
Finance in the capital of Spain, the higher economic growth in the country.

Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics
and Finance
Pedro de Valdivia 21 St
28006, Madrid
Spain
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
NEWS from KAU-IEI
Dr Hassan Mohammed Makhethi, is the new Vice
Dean of Graduate Studies and Scientific Research at
Islamic Economics Institute.

He has PhD from

University of Wales and is Author of ‘Muslim-Christian
Relations: Towards Maintaining the Social Fabric’.

Fintech and Islamic Finance:
Applying Hiyal & Makharij and other Islamic Principles
Dean Dr Abdullah Turkistani, attend special
workshop organized jointly by London School of
Economics and Hamad Bin Khalifa University in
London on ‘Fintech and Islamic Finance: Applying
Hiyal & Makharij and other Islamic Principles’.
(23 Feb, 2017)
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The Legacy of Muhammad Hamidullah
in Islamic Economics
Dr

Abdulazim

Islahi

presented

a

paper

on

“The Legacy of Muhammad Hamidullah in Islamic Economics” at Two Day
International Conference on The Legacy Of Muhammad Hamidullah And Its
Contemporary Relevance (17-18 Feb, 2017), organized by Institute of
Objective Studies, New Delhi (Consultative Status (Roster) with
ECOSOC of UN).

2nd International Forum in Islamic Banking Jurisprudence
Dr Ibrahim Aboulola and Dr Faisal Atbani received memento from the Ruler of Sharjah, HRH Sheikh Dr Sultan bin Muhammad AlQasimi for the presentation of their paper at 2nd International Forum in Islamic Banking Jurisprudence organized by The Sharjah
Islamic Centre for Economy & Finance Studies, University of Sharjah (23 Feb, 2017).
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Exploration in Medieval Arab-Islamic Economic Thought
Dr Abdul Azeem Islahi’s article on ‘Exploration
in Medieval Arab-Islamic Economic Thought:
Some Aspects of al-Asadïs Economics’ was
published by the Journal ‘History of Economic
Ideas’ (Pisa, Itali), electronic issn 1724-2169
(vol.24, No. 2, 2016).

Orientation program for the students on Islamic financial
and banking activities
IEI training unit under the leadership of Dr Esmat Almustafa, has been
conducting series of orientation program for the students on Islamic
financial and banking activities. The program aims to familiarize the
students with real work place and to empower them to be the best.

Journal of King Abdulaziz University – Islamic Economics
Journal of King Abdulaziz University – Islamic Economics (Vol. 30 No. 1, January 2017) is uploaded on the IEI website and its free. The link is given
below:

http://iei.kau.edu.sa/Pages-VOL-30-01.aspx
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11th International Conference
on Islamic Economics and Finance
In April 2017 Journal of King Abdulaziz University – Islamic Economics will be publishing special
issue from the selected paper of 11th International
Conference on Islamic Economics and Finance.

Monthly Seminar
Monthly Seminar with Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms covered the
following titles:

1. Prof. Dr. Pierre-Charles Pradier, ‘How fair is gambling? Assumptions on
the gamblers’ cognitive abilities are likely to create bias in favour of the
operators’ Wednesday, 21 Sept 2016.

2. Prof. Dr. Mohd Ma’Sum Billah, ‘Emergence of Sovereign Sukuk towards eco-Sustainability and Development’
Wednesday, 12 Oct 2016.

3. Prof. Dr. Monzer Kahf, ‘Qatar Innovation in Islamic Finance’, Wednesday, 09 Nov 2016.

4. Mr. German Rodriguez, ‘What law will govern my contract? Islamic Law and the problem of certainty and
enforceability of contract’ Wednesday, 14 Dec 2016.

5. Mr. Abdullateef Bello, ‘Climate Change financing in the Age of Austerity: Challenges and Opportunities’
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